Great acting, Intense, Resonant, Great writing, Great staging

StinkyLulu 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

October 14th, 2017

**See it if** you want to experience a powerful staging of a complex masterwork

**Don’t see it if** you need your plays to be plot-driven; if you’re not up for a bleak story told with mordant comic flair

Absorbing, Great acting, Profound, Great staging

JR 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

October 9th, 2017

**See it if** you like challenging, difficult theater. This play walks the line between comedy & tragedy & you are never sure if you should laugh or cry.

**Don’t see it if** you want a breezy comedy or an easy drama. It is truly distressing, made even more intense by the proximity of the actors.

Absorbing, Great acting, Masterful, Profound, Great writing

Charles 7121 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

October 7th, 2017

**See it if** You live great theatre, this is a serious show beautifully done in an intimate theatre

**Don’t see it if** Your looking for a pleasant evening st the theatre
Absorbing, Great acting, Must see, Great writing, Great staging
Gerardo 3  🎓 🎓 🎓 🎓

October 9th, 2017
See it if you enjoy wonderfully acted and masterfully staged-in-a-small-space contemporary plays. Actors are so close you get to feel what they feel.

Don't see it if you want to see an entertaining, light comedy. This powerful story goes deep into human basic needs and shows us our survival mode raw.

Great acting, Intelligent, Must see, Relevant, Great staging
Omar 7281

October 8th, 2017
See it if You like intense, thought-provoking shows that tackle difficult subjects. You like great acting in intimate spaces.

Don't see it if You are squeamish about violence or sexual content.

Also This show gives a voice to characters so impoverished that they rarely get to have their stories told. It tackles bleak subjects with humor and honesty. Loved the production, and will definitely look into more of this playwright’s work. Read less

Intense, Masterful, Must see, Resonant
TheoBurr  🎓 🎓 🎓 🎓

October 8th, 2017
See it if You are interested in plays that fearlessly take on tough subjects.

Don't see it if You don't want to see violence (I hate blood and gore and this wasn't too bad).

Also I hated the plot/characters/everything so much. It was also one of the best shows I've ever seen. Come to be completely thrown off your axis. Read less